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Abstract 

 
Since its inception, computer graphics has thrived by borrowing from mathematical and physical 
models and by making inroads into computational science---be it in radiosity, surface 
processing, or fluid simulation. However, it is routinely observed that the passage from 
differential modeling to discrete implementation often lacks the necessary safeguards to 
guarantee the preservation of important continuous properties in the resulting discrete 
algorithms, leading to classical flaws such as numerical viscosity and energy blowups. In this 
talk, we will argue for a more geometric approach to computations. We will show that a discrete 
geometry-driven calculus can indeed leverage the mature geometric understanding of differential 
calculus on manifolds (going back to Cartan) on which most physical theories are based. The 
resulting variational techniques not only result in numerical tools that intrinsically respect key 
defining properties like symmetries and invariants, but also clarify abstract concepts of algebraic 
topology. We will demonstrate these properties in a number of graphics and simulation contexts, 
including medical and geometric modeling applications. 
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